Awesome!
Magnetic Poetry • On Sale: Jan 1/18 • 4.75 x 3
602394036346 • $18.95 • magnet • Non Classified • Themed Kits

Over 200 word magnets that celebrate everything excellent and awesome. Includes words like incredible, amasing, fantastic, and awesome (…)

Cannabis Connoisseur
Magnetic Poetry • On Sale: Jan 1/18 • 4.75 x 3
602394036353 • $18.95 • magnet • Non Classified • Themed Kits

Over 200 word magnets for the true cannabis afficionado. Includes words like indica, sativa, edible, infuse and olfactory (…)

Poo Poet
Magnetic Poetry • On Sale: Jan 1/18 • 4.75 x 3
602394036360 • $18.95 • magnet • Non Classified • Themed Kits

Over 200 word magnets that celebrate this essential part of daily life. Includes words like turd, movement, toilet, business and success (…)

Worried Poet
Magnetic Poetry • On Sale: Jan 1/18 • 4.75 x 3
602394036377 • $18.95 • magnet • Non Classified • Themed Kits

Over 200 word magnets that suffer from all sorts of anxiety. Includes words like neurosis, breathe, medicate, therapist and worry (…)
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